PROGRAM GUIDE

Week 22
Sunday May 28th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

PopAsia TV - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination
for all things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest
Asian celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and
activities in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a
must-see live weekly program. (An SBS Production)

10:00 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

10:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:30 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

1:00 pm

States Of Undress - China - Hailey visits the world’s manufacturing capital to find out how
China is transitioning from making the West’s goods to designing them and what’s really
going on behind the Made in China label. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG
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1:50 pm

10,000 BC - The tribe have less than two weeks to go. The freezing temperatures and lack
of success in hunting means everyone is suffering. Mike is showing signs of malnutrition;
Mel thinks they have enough rations for the remaining days, topping up with fish from the
lake. Paul persists with hunting, but frustration and homesickness kick in. (S.1 Ep.9) (From
the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

2:45 pm

We Are Young - This eight-part reality series follows two exchange students - one from
China and one from Australia. The two will live and study in each other's country for 30
days. This could be a big challenge for the teenagers, who may feel excited, but also
frustrated by their new conditions. The students will learn about their new surroundings,
including what local teenagers eat, what they watch on television, and how they handle
their studies. (S.1,Ep.6) (From China, in Mandarin and English) (Entertainment Series)
(Rpt) G

3:50 pm

The Brain: China - The Brain is a talent show that celebrates the gifted minds and
incredible skills of extraordinary men, women, and children. In each episode, seven
contestants must perform mental and physical challenges that are impossible for the
everyday person, such as solving a series of Rubik’s Cube completely blindfolded in under
five minutes. Candidates who successfully complete their personal challenge progress to
the final round and qualify for the winning vote at the end of the show. The TV audience
ultimately decides who the most skilful person in the country is. (From China, in Mandarin)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:20 pm

Tough Young Teachers - Counting down to the end of their first term, it's clear that some
of the young teachers are progressing quicker than others on the training program. Meryl is
lagging behind. Warned by the school that she needs to show signs of improvement, her
job is on the line. Nick has progressed as a teacher, but is struggling with the behaviour of
one particular boy. In Croydon, Geography teacher Chloe faces the challenge of getting
her low ability GCSE class to knuckle down for their mock exams. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) PG **New Episode**

6:25 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G

7:20 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

8:30 pm

The Truth About Racism - Host Yassmin Abdel-Magied, a Sudanese-born MuslimAustralian, along with four volunteers from different ethnic backgrounds, undergo a series
of scientific psychological tests during the documentary, including experiment involving
facial recognition empathy and pain, and split second fear responses to try and find out if
racial bias is inevitable, if it can be consciously overridden, and if brains can even be retrained. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC

9:35 pm

Rivals - Montana 6 Man - In Montana, farming and football are life. But as farms dry up
and people disappear, two schools that were once bitter rivals must join forces. Now one
team gives hope to two fading towns. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Class.TBC) **New Episode**
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10:25 pm

Drunk History - Chicago - Host Derek Waters, along with an ever-changing cast of
inebriated actors and comedians, travels across the States to re-enact the rich historical
tales that every city has to offer. Tonight, Al Capone gets destroyed by an unlikely enemy,
prairie lawyer Abraham Lincoln gets a huge break, and the police go to war with protestors
during the Haymarket Riot. Guest stars Ike Barinholtz, Joe Lo Truglio and Matt Besser.
(S.1,Ep.3) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,L)

10:55 pm

Drunk History - Atlanta - Host Derek Waters, along with an ever-changing cast of
inebriated actors and comedians, travels across the States to re-enact the rich historical
tales that every city has to offer. Tonight, John Pemberton invents Coca-Cola from wine
and cocaine, the FBI tries to take down Martin Luther King Jr., and Stetson Kennedy
infiltrates the Ku Klux Klan. Guest stars Bill Hader, Simon Helberg and Kevin Nealon.
(S.1,Ep.4) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,L)

11:20 pm

Siren's Song - When a beautiful Brazilian pop singer named Siren is shot dead during one
of her performances, an investigation is sparked to uncover the mysterious circumstances
surrounding her murder. (Part 1 of 4) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(V)

12:15 am

Siren's Song - When a beautiful Brazilian pop singer named Siren is shot dead during one
of her performances, an investigation is sparked to uncover the mysterious circumstances
surrounding her murder. (Part 1 of 4) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(S)

1:10 am

Siren's Song - When a beautiful Brazilian pop singer named Siren is shot dead during one
of her performances, an investigation is sparked to uncover the mysterious circumstances
surrounding her murder. (Part 3 of 4) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(S)

2:05 am

Siren's Song - When a beautiful Brazilian pop singer named Siren is shot dead during one
of her performances, an investigation is sparked to uncover the mysterious circumstances
surrounding her murder. (Final) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S,V)

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Monday May 29th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil,
no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Lovesickness - A three-part look at the ironies of love, with stories that involve a young
boy, a hostage situation, and a divorced elderly couple caught in a love triangle. Winner of
the Audience Choice Award at the 2007 Chicago International Film Festival. Directed by
Carlitos Ruiz Ruiz and Mariem Pérez Riera, and stars Luis Guzmán, Teresa Hernández
and Silvia Brito. (From Puerto Rico, in Spanish) (Romance) (2007) (Rpt) M (S,L,V)

1:35 pm

Alarm for Cobra 11 - Operation Gemini - Ben and Semir have to deal with a bratty
teenager called Lisa, who is the rebellious daughter of very wealthy parents. Her father
broke off all contact with her after she fell in love with a boy who her father deemed not
good enough. Lisa tries to make ends meet by petty thieving whereby she happens to
stumble upon a file with a highly explosive content, after which nothing will ever be the
same. (From Germany, in German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V)

2:30 pm

Dead Set On Life - Rang's Journey - Canadian Chef Matty Matheson and Rang head to
south Vietnam to visit the town where Rang grew up. Matty meets Rang’s family and
learns the harrowing story of how Rang came to Canada. (S.1 Ep.2) (From Canada)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
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3:00 pm

Street Genius - Waves of Fire - In this episode Tim Shaw invites ordinary members of the
public to predict the outcome of some high octane experiments. First up, Tim ventures into
the desert to test the safety of various gases for use in a blimp. He also sets a healthy
eating challenge that requires some out of the jar thinking. An illuminating use for liquid
nitrogen, and a flame-boyant musical instrument helps us to see sound, before a
Hollywood style finale, as Tim attempts to find the best ingredient for making a quick
getaway, with a James Bond style ejector seat experiment. (S.1 Ep.18) (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

3:30 pm

Rivals - Calcio Storico - On most days Florence is overrun by tourists. But once each
year, the locals reclaim their city through an ancient game where the roots run deep and
the blood flows freely. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

4:00 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - San Francisco - In the City By The Bay, Zack tries to recreate
Harry Houdini’s 100 year-old upside down straightjacket escape while dangling from a
crane before a huge crowd. But he soon realizes he has barely enough time to practice
such an intense physical challenge. Meanwhile he has no trouble slacking off to perform
magic for locals on the streets of San Francisco. (S.1 Ep.11) (From Canada)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Cape Town 1 - Brett begins a four-part exercusion into South
Africa's Mother City, Cape Town. He kicks things off by talking with Francois from the Haas
Collective. Then he travels to Dalla Cia, where George is a third generation master Grappa
distiller. George teaches Brett how to make Caffe Corretto, the art of combining espresso
with Grappa. Brett stops by Kanasashi Tattoos, to meet its namesake as well as
Hemelbesem, an Afrikaans rapper and powet with a political cause. (S.1 Ep.11) (From
South Africa, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Mythbusters - Star Wars Special - Stand by for the biggest geek out in Mythbusters
history! The team is testing a trio of Star Wars tall tales. First up Adam and Jamie tackle
TaunTaun Sleeping bag. Then it’s Star Wars Swing. In Episode IV A New Hope Luke,
makes a grappling hook swing across a chasm with Leia in one arm. With the help of
actress Sophia Bush and a battalion of Storm troopers, Adam and Jamie recreate the
scene to find out if it’s possible. And finally in Tek-Swee Tree Swing, Kari, Grant and Tory
delve into Return of the Jedi and test if Ewok’s primitive weaponry could really have taken
down the might of the Empire. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

7:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)
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Monday May 29th, 2017
8:05 pm

8:30 pm

10:35 pm

South Park - Eek, A Penis! - With Ms Garrison out of the school in search of a way to be
the man he was always intended to be, Cartman is given authority over the classroom.
After doing an exemplary job as substitute, Cartman is sent to help inner-city youth. (From
the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S) CC
MOVIE:
Taxi Driver - In Martin Scorsese's award-winning classic drama, insomniac ex-Marine
Travis Bickle works the nightshift, driving his cab through decaying mid-'70s New York
City. By day he watches seedy movies, and thinks about how the world, New York in
particular, has deteriorated into a cesspool. For him, the one bright spot in New York
humanity is Betsy, a worker on the presidential nomination campaign of Senator Charles
Palantine. Obsessed, he does whatever he needs to make the world a better place - in his
opinion. Stars Robert De Niro, Jodie Foster, Cybill Shepherd. (From the US) (Drama)
(Movie) (1976) MA(A,V,S)
MOVIE:
Rust And Bone - Lonely and destitute, Ali leaves the north of France for his sister's house
in Antibes after becoming the sole guardian of his estranged five-year-old son Sam. When
Ali lands a job as a bouncer in a nearby nightclub, things start to look up for the itinerant
father and son. A chance meeting with Stephanie, a beautiful killer whale trainer, develops
into an unlikely romance after Stephanie suffers a tragic accident. Nominated for two
Golden Globe awards in 2013, including Best Foreign Language Film and Best Actress.
Directed by Jacques Audiard and stars Marion Cotillard, Matthias Schoenaerts and
Armand Verdure. (From France, in French) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) MA(N,V,S)

12:45 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Class. TBC)

1:15 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

1:50 am

Flophouse - Can Crushing At The Hangar - Comedians living in an airplane hangar on
the Beltline of Atlanta. Neel Nanda hosts a stand-up comedy show with performances by
Byron Bowers, Mia Jackson, Dave Stone, and more. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Comedy
Series) (Rpt) M(S)

2:20 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Tuesday May 30th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Nepali News - News via satellite from Nepal Television in Kathmandu, in Nepali, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
The Double Hour - A chambermaid and a former cop meet at a speed dating event and a
romance develops. But during a romantic getaway things suddenly take a turn for the
worse when her mysterious past is revealed. This fast-paced thriller won Best Actor, Best
Actress and Best Film at the 2009 Venice Film Festival. Directed by Giuseppe Capotondi
and stars Filippo Timi, Kseniya Rappoport and Antonia Truppo. (From Italy, in Italian and
Spanish) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,S,L)

1:40 pm

Alarm for Cobra 11 - The Panther - A mysterious statue is stolen in a spectacular manner
during the night. Semir and Ben soon have a main suspect: the so-called panther, a
brilliant and notorious gentleman burglar. At first, however, he proves to be just as elusive
as the secret of the statue. What Semir and Ben don’t realise is that the Panther is actually
the father of their boss Kim Krüger. When a second break-in occurs, Kim Krüger has to
face up to her past. (From Germany, in German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V)

2:35 pm

Cyberwar - Israel: Cyber Power - Israel is one of the world’s cyber super powers. So how
did this tiny nation grow so strong, and who is it targeting? (S.1 Ep.9) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
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Tuesday May 30th, 2017
3:05 pm

Street Genius - Blast Off - Tim Shaw organises a set of highly unusual scientific
challenges for ordinary members of the public, including a slip sliding race to the finish to
find out which household ingredient helps create the fastest surface, and a desert based
test that gets to the bottom of sand box science. Tim also interrupts a group of local diners
and asks them to participate in a physical feat of human construction. (S.1 Ep.19) (From
the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

3:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:05 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - Los Angeles - Zack arrives at the end of his journey with one
final goal - audition for, and become a member of, the legendary Magic Castle. The Castle
is an exclusive club frequented by the best magicians in the world. But to pledge magic’s
ultimate fraternity, Zack will have to overcome his fear of performing in front of other
magicians. (S.1 Ep.12) (From Canada) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Cape Town 4 - Brett meets with Marianne and Kate, the
owners of The Creamery, an ice-cream parlour with a difference. Everything is made on
sight, and they go the extra mile to source eco-friendly ingredients that are good for the
earth and the body. Brett wonders off into the city, to meet Christophe, a wine-maker who
is committed to the traditional French method. He’s recently opened an urban wine cellar
and tasting room in Cape Town’s most iconic building, Heritage Square. Brett ends the ep
with an addition to his tattoo family, by legendary tattoo goddess, Manuela Gray. (S.1
Ep.12) (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:05 pm

The Business Of Life - Introducing a new kind of talk show from Vice News, this is a fresh
perspective on the most important issues of our time, as told through the facts, figures, and
dollars that shape the world. Hosted by journalist Michael C. Moynihan, each episode
brings together an eclectic panel of writers, thinkers, policy experts, and scholars to break
down everything you need to make sense of today's most complicated topics. (S.1 Ep.2)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Mythbusters - Household Disasters - On this Episode of Mythbusters, they say home is
where the heart is, but inside every home lurks a host of domestic dangers, so could home
also be where the hurt is? The Mythbusters are finding out, from a vacuum cleaner that
explodes while hoovering black powder, to sunscreen that could scorch your skin, to
piano’s falling through roofs, and finally to an exploding water heater that extinguishes a
fire. The Mythbusters leave no domestic danger behind, as they investigate a horde of
household disaster myths. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)
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8:00 pm

South Park - Grey Dawn - After South Park's senior citizens have mowed down more
than a few farmers' markets, the residents no longer feel it's safe to be out in the streets.
With their wellbeing at stake, the boys decide to take action against the older generation.
Unwilling to surrender their driver's licenses, the elderly fight back. (From the US, in
English) (Rpt) M(A) CC

8:30 pm

Search Party - The Mystery Of The Golden Charm - Dory meets a handsome private
investigator who guides her through a risky adventure to probe deeper into Chantal's
personal life. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(S,L) **New Episode**

8:55 pm

Search Party - The Secret Of The Sinister Ceremony - The crew drops in on a sinister
cult tied to Chantal's disappearance, but they reassess their situation when Dory and Drew
come home to a threatening note. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(S,A,L)
**New Episode**

9:20 pm

Fargo - The Law Of Non Contradiction - Gloria revisits her stepfather’s past to try and
find some answers. (S.3 Ep.3) (From Canada) (Drama Series) (Thriller) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)
CC

10:25 pm

Fargo - The Narrow Escape Problem - Emmit (Ewan McGregor) and Sy try to figure out
what they’ve gotten themselves into, Nikki and Ray track down some collateral, and Gloria
learns more about Maurice. (S.3 Ep.4) (From Canada) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)
CC

11:25 pm

Sex With Sunny Megatron - Orgasm - Sex with Sunny Megatron is a frank, funny, sex
positive (and very explicit) documentary series about sex. Sunny Megatron is a well-known
sex blogger, pleasure advocate and cyber celebrity. She brings a fresh and lively approach
to controversial topics, making the taboo seem mainstream and the freakish
commonplace. This is a ground breaking series that shows more than it tells; guaranteed
to shock, entertain and inform in equal measures. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) MA(N,A,S)

12:00 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Class. TBC)

12:30 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

1:00 am

Twiz and Tuck - Should I Really Get Married? - In Oklahoma, Twiz and Tuck finally find
the 'gayborhood' they've been looking for. The duo then tackle their most ambitious bucket
list items yet. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

1:25 am

Twiz and Tuck - Twiz and Tuck land in California: land of family, porn stars, and peaches.
(S.1 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

1:50 am

Rivals - Montana 6 Man - In Montana, farming and football are life. But as farms dry up
and people disappear, two schools that were once bitter rivals must join forces. Now one
team gives hope to two fading towns. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class.TBC)
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2:45 am

RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and
current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news, in
English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Wednesday May 31st, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

African News - African news in English from France 24.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
The House Under The Water - Morteza, in his fifties and just out of jail, is trying to rebuild
his life. However, when he is implicated in the drowning death of a child, he is instantly
assumed to be guilty. Taher, the police officer assigned to the case, first believes in his
guilt, but later becomes obsessed with proving Morteza's innocence. Directed by Sepideh
Farsi, and stars Masoud Rayegany and Bijan Emkanian. (From Iran, in Farsi) (Drama)
(2010) (Rpt) M(A)

1:40 pm

Alarm for Cobra 11 - After the cunning theft of a SWAT car complete with special
explosives, the perps escape on the highway. During the investigations Ben encounters his
former instructor Charly Weismann. But when they storm the gang’s hideout together,
Charly lets one of the perps do a runner. Is Ben’s former instructor corrupt? Ben simply
can’t believe this and tries to find out the truth of the matter. (From Germany, in German)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,L)

2:30 pm

Balls Deep: Ranchers - Sheep and Cattleman Hank Voegler protects his flocks from the
Nevada desert's two greatest predators: Coyotes and the Federal Government. (S.2 Ep.1)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG(A)

3:00 pm

Street Genius - Short Fuse - Tim Shaw takes fast food to extremes when he fires four
different foodstuffs from a cannon to see which will travel the furthest. (S.1 Ep.20 (From
the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G
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Wednesday May 31st, 2017
3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - Best Of - Join Zach Mirza as he journeys back through the series
to highlight the best magical moments. (S.1 Ep.13) (Final) (From Canada) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Cape Town 3 - We take a look into the heart of Cape Town’s
city centre, home to Jason’s bakery. Owner Jason has a common passion for tattoos and
an unusual passion... for yeast. Brett heads to House of Machine, a bustling cocktail at the
pinnacle of cool, and tries one of their signature cocktails. Brett concludes his stay in Cape
Town with a visit to Tyler, who is regarded as one of the best artists not only in the country,
but the world Tyler has a deep interest and respect for the culture of gang tattoos, and
shares some of his experiences. Finally Brett watches the iconic musician Inge Beckmann
in her element performing with her powerful band Beast, a great end to a beautiful journey.
(S.1 Ep.13) (Final) (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

The Business Of Life - Introducing a new kind of talk show from Vice News, this is a fresh
perspective on the most important issues of our time, as told through the facts, figures, and
dollars that shape the world. Hosted by journalist Michael C. Moynihan, each episode
brings together an eclectic panel of writers, thinkers, policy experts, and scholars to break
down everything you need to make sense of today's most complicated topics. (S.1 Ep.3)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Mythbusters - Grenade Shoot / Seconds From Disaster - When Hollywood lights the
fuse how accurate are the explosive effects that ensue, to find out first Adam and Jamie
pull the pin on Grenade Shoot. A typical silver screen scene sees our hero shoot a
grenade out of mid-air safely blowing it up or rendering it inert. But can it be done? Our
dynamic duo takes aim and lets loose. Then Kari, Grant and Tory tackle Seconds From
Disaster. Handed a ticking time bomb Hollywood screenwriters seem to believe any
number of household items can contain the chaos. But if the hero really did drop the bomb
in a safe, filing cabinet or aquarium would they really be safe? (From the US)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

7:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)
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Wednesday May 31st, 2017
8:05 pm

8:35 pm

10:35 pm

Nirvanna The Band The Show - The Banner - A quest to perform at a rock club is at the
centre of this comedy series that melds fiction with reality. Show creators Matt Johnson
and Jay McCarrol star as best friends and roommates who devise a number of schemes in
the hopes of getting their band booked to play a show at the Rivoli, a modest Toronto club.
Going to unnecessary extremes to land the gig, sometimes causing real-world madness
with thousands of extras who are unaware they're on a TV show, they're planning to take
Toronto by storm one scheme at a time. In an effort to raise awareness about the band,
Matt and Jay drop a huge banner across from The Rivoli. It turns out to be more revealing
than originally planned. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Canada) (Comedy Series) (Class. TBC)
**New Series Premiere**
MOVIE:
Altered States - Respected scientist and psychology professor Edward Jessup decides to
combine his experiments in sensory deprivation tanks with powerful hallucinogenic drugs,
convinced it may help him unlock different states of consciousness. The experiments are a
success at first, but as he continues his work, he begins to experience altered mental and
physical states. As he spends more time in sensory deprivation, his grip on reality begins
to slip away. Stars William Hurt, Drew Barrymore. (From the US) (Movie) (Horror) (1980)
(Class. TBC)
MOVIE:
The Texas Chain Saw Massacre - Five friends visiting their grandfather's house in the
country are hunted and terrorized by a chain-saw wielding killer and his family of graverobbing cannibals. (From the US) (Movie) (Horror) (1974) (Rpt) MA(H,V)

12:10 am

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:40 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Class. TBC)

1:05 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

1:35 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

2:10 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.
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Wednesday May 31st, 2017
4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Thursday June 1st, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu),
in Somali, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Golden Gun - Panceta is a young Argentinean labourer who is trying to hold down two
jobs. He lives in the poor suburbs of Buenos Aires with his recently widowed mother, and
is desperately seeking the money he needs to escape the ghetto. When he turns to
manufacturing home-made guns for some local gangsters, he quickly runs afoul of a
powerful mafia group. Directed by Eduardo Pinto and stars Lautaro Delgado, Camila Cruz
and Alfredo Bertazzoni. (From Argentina, in Spanish) (Thriller) (2008) (Rpt) M (V,S,L,D,N)

1:45 pm

Alarm for Cobra 11 - Old Friends - Shortly after a police transport van taking 5-million
euros worth of cocaine from the evidence vault to the state incinerator is carjacked, the
corpse of the young police officer Claudia Wolters is pulled out of the Rhine. Herzberger,
who is a friend of her father’s, now tries to find the murderer together with Ben and Semir.
But then some clues indicate that two other colleagues may be involved in the murder.
Herzberger can’t believe this and launches his own investigations. As a result his life is
soon in danger. (From Germany, in German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V)

2:40 pm

Vice Does America - The Creationist And The Oval Office - Abdullah, Wilbert, and
Martina visit a Creationist museum in Texas and discuss the politics of evolution. They
hang out in a fake Oval Office before taking a ride in JFK's car. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
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Thursday June 1st, 2017
3:05 pm

Street Genius - Master Blaster - Tim Shaw embarks into the sensational world of street
science as he demonstrates the incredible truth about the world around us. On a tour of
Las Vegas, Tim sets off fire extinguisher rockets and finds out what happens when a
person gets vacuum packed. Next he puts a boiled egg through its paces, and then
introduces us to an extraordinary liquid that we take completely for granted, before
travelling out of town to set off a truly massive, earth-shattering blast. (S.2 Ep.1) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G

3:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:05 pm

Assassination Classroom - Forget about homework and pop quizzes. The students of
Class 3E have a far more important assignment: kill their teacher before the end of the
year! A tentacled sensei is out to conquer the classroom after destroying seventy per cent
of the moon. In addition to reading, writing, and arithmetic, the murderous monster behind
the lectern will teach his students everything he knows about the assassination game.
Should some eager beaver prove to be a quick study in killing, he or she will save Earth
from extinction - and collect a hefty reward. (From Japan, in English) (Animation Series)
(Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

House Hazards - Cleanliness - Enter the world of domestic disasters as this series puts
potential home hazards to the test in a real house. Using scientific measuring equipment,
high-speed cameras, and mischievous experiments, this is a super-sized look at everyday
household dangers. This episode, Brendan maxes out a laundry machine to simulate a
common mishap while Dan faces extreme heat as he disables a dryer. Francesca and Dan
wonder if the dirtiest room in the house is the bathroom or the kitchen. And Brendan’s
experiment with everyday household cleaners produces a not-so-spotless finish! (S.1,Ep.1)
(From Canada) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

5:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:40 pm

Abandoned - Ghost Mall - Legendary skateboarder Rick McCrank goes on a journey
exploring abandoned places with the people who love them long after the lights have gone
out. Abandoned pays tribute to these modern day ruins, seemingly lost and forgotten, but
not by everyone. In this episode, Rick is in north-eastern Ohio, the mecca of abandoned
shopping malls. Rick visits these crumbling capitalist cathedrals to explore the aftermath
with their most loyal customers. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)
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Thursday June 1st, 2017
8:00 pm

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee - Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator
Samantha Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and
relevant issues in her very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha
tackles the taboo topics in a way that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) M

8:30 pm

Dateline - Dying to Live - Imagine having a fake funeral where you write your own eulogy.
Dateline looks at some of the extreme measures South Korea is using to curb its high
suicide rate. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) CC

9:00 pm

That Sugar Film - That Sugar Film is one man’s journey to discover the bitter truth about
sugar. Damon Gameau embarks on a unique experiment to document the effects of a high
sugar diet on a healthy body, consuming only foods that are commonly perceived as
‘healthy’. Through this entertaining and informative journey, Damon highlights some of the
issues that plague the sugar industry, and where sugar lurks on supermarket shelves. That
Sugar Film will forever change the way you think about ‘healthy’ food. (From Australia)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

10:50 pm

Party Legends - Nude Dude Walking Through - Bobcat Goldthwait, Sean Patton,
Estelle, Rory Scovel, Kreayshawn, and Howard Kremer have their wildest party stories
animated. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series) M(S,A,L,D) **Final Episode**

11:15 pm

Flophouse - Hand Warmers At Comedy Compound - Denver comedians live together at
the Comedy Compound. Sam Tallent hosts a stand up show with Adam Cayton Holland,
David Gborie, Christie Buchele, Nathan Lund and Troy Walker. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US)
(Comedy Series) M(D) **New Episode**

11:45 pm

Sex In The World's Cities - A city of unabashed sexual liberty, Berlin is a hotspot of
artistic and sexual experiences, where hedonism and creativity are one. For a long time
now, Berlin nightlife has shaped the German capital's reputation. A city under construction,
Berlin is a playground for all sorts of artistic, social and sexual experiences. Unabashed
sexual freedom and the existence of permissive places make Berlin a city of hedonism.
Cabaret, one of the major traditions of Berlin nightlife, is an inescapable setting for
debauchery and other experiences. (From France) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA (S, A, N)

12:45 am

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

1:10 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Class. TBC)

1:35 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

2:05 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

2:35 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and European
news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.
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Thursday June 1st, 2017
3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Friday June 2nd, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Bosnian News - News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Armenian News - News via satellite from Channel H1 Armenia (Yerevan), in Armenian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Sebbe - Sebbe is a 15-year-old loner who cops abuse from schoolyard bullies and his own
stressed-out single mum. He finds solace in a local junkyard where he develops his talent
for invention. However, as Sebbe’s isolation grows so does his loneliness, and when his
mother finally fails him, his whole world comes crashing down. Winner of Best Debut Film
at the 2010 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Babak Najafi and stars Sebastian
Hiort af Ornäs, Kenny Wåhlbrink and Eva Melander. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama)
(2010) (Rpt) M (A,S,V,L)

1:35 pm

Alarm for Cobra 11 - Semir and Ben are involved in a hot pursuit duel with a gang of
young car thieves. The first round goes to the thieves. Their speciality: high-class dream
cars. But Ben and Semir stay on their trail and soon find the wirepuller. But then the
highway cops realise that there is another crime lurking behind the thefts. A crime that will
destroy an old friendship and save a great love. (From Germany) (Drama) (Rpt) M(V,L)

2:30 pm

VICE - The Resource Curse And Deliver Us From Drought - VICE heads to Papua New
Guinea, where America's Exxon Mobil has staked a claim to a US$19 billion dollar liquid
natural gas project. Then VICE goes to Texas, in the midst of the state's worst drought in
recorded history. While many feel that humans are to blame for the climate change, a lot of
Texans do not and they have taken few, if any, initiatives to limit the state's carbon dioxide
emissions. (S.2 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG(A)
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Friday June 2nd, 2017
3:05 pm

Street Genius - Crash And Burn - With car-crushing cinder-blocks, how to stop a
1000mph bullet from a magnum, a hovercraft put through its paces and a gas tank fireball,
stand by for an exhilarating ride in this edition of his street science roadshow with Tim
Shaw. (S.2 ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G

3:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:05 pm

Assassination Classroom - Forget about homework and pop quizzes. The students of
Class 3E have a far more important assignment: kill their teacher before the end of the
year! A tentacled sensei is out to conquer the classroom after destroying seventy per cent
of the moon. In addition to reading, writing, and arithmetic, the murderous monster behind
the lectern will teach his students everything he knows about the assassination game.
Should some eager beaver prove to be a quick study in killing, he or she will save Earth
from extinction - and collect a hefty reward. (From Japan, in English) (Animation Series)
(Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

House Hazards - Freak Accidents - This week the team expose the explosive science
behind potential domestic disasters. To test the real-life phenomenon of bursting toilets
due to methane gas build-up, Brendan creates this bathroom experiment by stuffing
manure, food scraps, and diapers into a septic tank. To prove the common dangers of
cooking, Francesca rigs up a grease fire that really blazes. Meanwhile, engineer Dan
demonstrates the danger of pressurized cylinders commonly used at birthday parties.
(S.1,Ep.2) (From Canada) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

5:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:30 pm

The Friday Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, indepth features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you
the stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)
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Friday June 2nd, 2017
8:00 pm

Legally Brown - Imran Farook is back to make a guest invisible in Spirit Time. In his latest
social experiment, Nazeem is making more unusual, illegal deliveries from the back of his
dodgy truck to see if anyone will stop him, or turn a blind eye. Tension is building in the
Muslim Shore house as some serious hygiene issues are revealed. A range of racespecific toy dolls are unleashed on the public. (S.1 Ep.7) (Commissioned by SBS)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

8:30 pm

Adam Looking For Eve - 26-year-old DJ Edwin and 29-year-old redhead Emily arrive at
Hidden Beach, a tropical oasis in the South China Sea. Edwin hasn't had much luck in love
and is looking for a woman who understands his sense of humour. Emily's looking for a
creative man who admires and respects her for who she is. Meanwhile, Benjamin and
Robin are both looking for love on another island. Edwin and Emily's peace and quiet is
disrupted when they have to leave their paradise and go to the other island. Emily drops
Edwin like a rock. (S.2 Ep.1) (From the Netherlands, in Dutch & English) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) MA(N)

9:25 pm

Twiz and Tuck - Twiz and Tuck are best friends who continue to travel and take in all
that's weird and wonderful along the way. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Class. TBC) **New Episode**

9:50 pm

Twiz and Tuck - Twiz and Tuck are best friends who continue to travel and take in all
that's weird and wonderful along the way. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Class. TBC) **Final Episode**

10:20 pm

Housos - Rehab - After going hard on the drugs and acting crazy, Dazza is arrested for
disturbing the peace and sentenced to rehab. Things aren't all that sober at rehab though
and Dazza is starting to thrive. The junkies bring in drugs, a sex addict is attracted to him
and his mates are constantly visiting - with beer. When Dazza gets out though he is a
reformed man, no more addictions, or is he? Stars Paul Fenech, Jason Davis and Elle
Dawe. (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (D,S,L) CC

10:50 pm

MOVIE:
Ong Bak 2 - When his royal father is brutally murdered, young Tien is sold into slavery and
thrown into a crocodile pit. He escapes with the help of a tribe of nomadic jungle bandits
and, bent on avenging his father’s death, begins his transformation into the ultimate
warrior. Directed by Tony Jaa and Panna Rittikrai, and stars Tony Jaa, Sarunyu
Wongkrachang and Sorapong Chatree. (From Thailand, in Thai) (Martial Arts) (2008) (Rpt)
MA(V)

12:35 am

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

1:00 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

1:30 am

PopAsia TV - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination
for all things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest
Asian celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and
activities in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a
must-see live weekly program. (An SBS Production)
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Friday June 2nd, 2017
2:35 am

NHK World English News - News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture,
entertainment and more, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Saturday June 3rd, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Bosnian News - News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:30 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

1:00 pm

Rivals - Montana 6 Man - In Montana, farming and football are life. But as farms dry up
and people disappear, two schools that were once bitter rivals must join forces. Now one
team gives hope to two fading towns. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class.TBC)

1:50 pm

Jesus Town USA - For 88 years, a small town has pantomimed Christ’s passion story in
The Holy City, a bizarre reproduction of Jerusalem built into a cow pasture in Oklahoma.
Jesus Town is a light-hearted documentary chronicling a 300-strong amateur cast, 46
horses, and Zack – a Buddhist paperboy playing Jesus. (From the US) (Documentary) G
CC
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Saturday June 3rd, 2017
3:20 pm

Geeks - Marbella - In this first episode, we meet four girls from Norwich University’s
Quidditich team, who prefer a casual cruise on their broomsticks to a high-octane cruise on
a party boat, as they are dropped in to the glamorous party paradise that is Marbella.
Unsurprisingly, the girls aren’t impressed as they find themselves surrounded by bikini-clad
holidaymakers and wonder what they’ve let themselves in for. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

4:10 pm

Billy On The Street - The Humpty Hump! - Billy takes the streets with Hank Azaria,
where they play 'Kathy Bates or Gargamel' and 'Charlize, Tyrese, or Denise?' He also
plays 'Gay or Not a Gay?', 'Feminine Product or ABC Family Show?', and a special
Shakespeare in Love 'Lightning Round'. (S.2 Ep.11) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt)
PG

4:35 pm

Billy On The Street - The Rally To Raise Awareness Of Nicole Kidman - Kristen
Johnson joins Billy for 'Joseph Gordon-Levitt Pursuit'. Billy also plays 'Nicole Kidman
Rally'. (S.2 Ep.12) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:05 pm

Nathan For You - Clothing Store/Restaurant - Nathan encourages a clothing store to
allow shoplifting and turns a restaurant into the neighbourhood toilet. (From the US)
(Comedy/Sketch) (Rpt) PG(S)

5:30 pm

Prison Brides - This unique documentary explores the phenomenon of weddings
conducted inside prisons, examining the motives and day-to-day realities of people who
are trying to maintain serious relationships with convicted criminals and the positive
rehabilitative effects that marriage can have on even the most dangerous of inmates.
Using intimate interviews and footage, the program follows a range of different love stories,
exploring the lives of women who have fallen for convicted criminals and their reasons for
marrying them. (From the UK & the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

6:25 pm

The Business Of Life - Introducing a new kind of talk show from Vice News, this is a fresh
perspective on the most important issues of our time, as told through the facts, figures, and
dollars that shape the world. Hosted by journalist Michael C. Moynihan, each episode
brings together an eclectic panel of writers, thinkers, policy experts, and scholars to break
down everything you need to make sense of today's most complicated topics. (S.1 Ep.5)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

6:50 pm

The Business Of Life - Introducing a new kind of talk show from Vice News, this is a fresh
perspective on the most important issues of our time, as told through the facts, figures, and
dollars that shape the world. Hosted by journalist Michael C. Moynihan, each episode
brings together an eclectic panel of writers, thinkers, policy experts, and scholars to break
down everything you need to make sense of today's most complicated topics. (S.1 Ep.6)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

7:20 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G
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8:30 pm

11:10 pm

MOVIE:
Close Encounters Of The Third Kind - Two parallel stories about alien encounters. In the
first, a group of research scientists are investigating the strange appearance of items in
remote locations, using music education to communicate. The response baffles them, until
a cartographer deciphers the meaning. Meanwhile, Roy Neary and Jillian Guiler
experience paranormal activity before flashes of bright lights in the sky in Indiana. (From
the US) (Science Fiction) (Rpt) PG
MOVIE:
Serenity - When the renegade crew of Serenity agrees to hide a fugitive on their ship, they
find themselves in an action-packed battle between the relentless military might of a
totalitarian regime that will destroy anything, or anyone, to get the girl back. They must also
contend with the bloodthirsty creatures who roam the uncharted areas of space, but the
greatest danger of all may be on their ship. Directed by Joss Whedon. (From the US)
(Movie) (2005) M(V)

1:20 am

Twiz and Tuck - Twiz and Tuck are best friends who continue to travel and take in all
that's weird and wonderful along the way. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. TBC)

1:45 am

Twiz and Tuck - Twiz and Tuck are best friends who continue to travel and take in all
that's weird and wonderful along the way. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. TBC)

2:10 am

Party Legends - Nude Dude Walking Through - Bobcat Goldthwait, Sean Patton,
Estelle, Rory Scovel, Kreayshawn, and Howard Kremer have their wildest party stories
animated. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(S,A,L,D)

2:40 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

